
 

 

VERIFICATION CERTIFICATE 

No. 9522-02 

Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy 

P.O. Box 1000,  

Sörnäistenkatu 2 

FI-00581 Helsinki,  

Finland 

Tel. +358 10 521 600 

 

As a body approved by the Ministry of the Environment, Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy  
has issued this verification certificate in accordance with the Act on the Type Approval of 
Certain Construction Products (954/2012) to 
 

AS Framm 
Vana-Narva mnt 8, EE-74114 Maardu - Harjumaa 
 
as proof that Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy has verified the conformance of the  
quality assurance of the products mentioned below with the requirements set in  
the Evaluation principles for verification certificate (TR 61:2014) Liquid tank elements, 
solid concrete slab elements and other solid concrete elements  
published by the Ministry of the Environment. 
 

Slab elements of massive concrete, other massive concrete elements  
and fluid reservoir elements of concrete (method 3a) 
 
 
Place of manufacture: Maardu, Estonia 
 
The company is entitled to use the certification mark on products fulfilling the requirements. 
The certificate holder is responsible for ensuring that the products comply with  
the requirements. 
 
The certificate is issued on 2019-01-21 (first issue 2016-08-23). 
The certificate is valid until 2024-01-21. 
 

 
Mikko Törmänen, Managing Director 
 
 
 
The certificate remains valid until further notice provided the requirements set in the General Rules for Product 
Certification and the above-mentioned product group specific requirement documents are met. The certificate  
can also be cancelled, should the product not fulfill the essential requirements of the Land Use and Building Act,  
or the statutes based on this Act. The certificate is based on initial inspection and testing carried out by the 
manufacturer, and Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy continuously controls, evaluates and approves the factory production 
control of the product. The system for the assessment and verification of constancy of performance is 2+.  
The validity of the certificate can be verified at www.inspecta.fi 
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